DRIVER’S / OBSERVER’S LICENCE TEST PAPER
Return to: racecontrol@skiracingqueensland.com.au

Applicant:

Signature:

Driver/ Observer

1. Q: What is the blood alcohol limit for racing?
A:
0.05
B:
0.00
C:
0.02
D:
Doesn’t matter I am skiing not driving or observing
2. Q: What do the orange buoys mean and what should you do with them?
A:
Keep them on your right
B:
Doesn’t matter what side you keep them on
C:
They are centre course markers and should be kept on the left
D:
Whatever side is safer and/or faster
3. Q: What are the large yellow buoys for?
A:
Caution buoys
B:
Centre course buoys
C:
Turn buoy’s at top and bottom of race course
D:
Warning buoys
4. Q: What should you do if you need medical assistance during a race?
A:
Wave both your arms to attract attention
B:
Wave your blue and white medical flag
C:
Drive back to shore as fast as possible
D:
Both/ Either A & B
5. Q: What should you do if you have a fallen skier in the start area?
A:
Race back and pick them up
B:
Idle back along the rope safely and pick them up
C:
Raise your orange flag and race back and pick them up
D:
Reverse back to them and try not to run them over
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6. Q: Who must attend the pre-race briefing?
A:
Driver and observer must attend
B:
Driver only
C:
Observer only
D:
Whoever would like to go including skiers
7.Q: What must you do if your skier has a fall in the race?
A:
B:
C:
D:

Slow down safely and return along rope
Raise orange flag and return safely along rope to pick up skier, keeping flag up until skier
is in the skiing position again
Turn fast and get back as soon as possible
Pull out of the race and pick up skier when possible

8. Q: What must you do if a fellow competitor has a fallen skier?
A:
Stop and see if they are OK
B:
Wave and smile
C:
Keep out of the way
D:
Acknowledge skier by holding hand up and assist if they have an injury and are waving
arms or flags
9. Q: When overtaking/passing another competitor what minimum distance must you keep?
A:
1 ski rope length
B:
100m in front and behind between skier and boat & 5m from side to side (maintaining
enough extra room on corners)
C:
Whatever seems safe
D:
100m
10. Q: What should you do when crossing the finish line?
A:
Drop the skier in the water straight away
B:
Keep doing laps until everyone has finished
C:
Proceed to the run out area, slowing down and coming to a stop keeping skier holding on
and pulling them into the boat
D:
Do a victory lap if needed
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11. Q: Flags are used for? (circle answer)

National

A: Start

B: Finish

C: Stop

D: Return to pits

Green

A: Pre-start

B: Caution

C: Official

D: Both A&C

Yellow

A: Official

B: Turn buoy C: Finish

D: Caution

Red

A: Stop

B: Go

C: Finish

D: Return to pits

Blue & White A: Stop

B: Go

C: Finish

D: Medical assistance

Checkered

A: Stop

B: Finish

C: Caution

D: Start

White

A: Finish

B: Caution

C: Start

D: Return to pits

Tester (position):

Signature:
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